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Summary

Objectives: The objectives of this paper are to explore issues and perspectives from four regions of the world where health information systems are contributing to patient empowerment and influencing patient safety.

Methods: Members of the IMIA Working Group for Health Information Systems Safety came together to explore global issues at the intersection of health information systems safety, patient empowerment and patient safety. The group carried out a review and synthesis of the empirical and grey literature in four different regions/countries of the world that have differing health information system safety priorities.

Results: Regions/countries from differing parts of the world are developing: (1) high quality, safe information for individuals to use in their health related decision making, (2) patient portals and testing them for their safety, (3) methods for identifying unsafe health information system features and functions, and (4) ways of engaging citizens in identifying unsafe features and functions of health information systems.

Conclusions: Internationally, there has been a rise in the number of health information systems and technologies that are being developed to support patient care. The amount of health information available on the World Wide Web (WWW) [1], the development of mobile software applications to support consumer health behaviours [2] and the development of systems that support consumer self-management of chronic diseases such as a chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes, asthma, hypertension and depression [2, 3]. In addition to this phenomenon, we have seen the development of health information systems (e.g. electronic patient records and personal health records) accessible over the WWW [4] and web-based portals that allow both healthcare consumers and healthcare professionals to access and participate in the management of their own healthcare over the WWW (e.g. Sundheden.dk) [5].

With the proliferation of health information technologies and subsequent research and evaluation of these technological advances, we have seen considerable benefits accrued to the health of consumers and to national healthcare systems. Some of the more significant improvements to patient care and consumer health have arisen from improvements in patient safety as a result of the use of health information systems (e.g. physician order entry, decision support systems, PHR systems), information resources (e.g. web-based, disease specific guidelines) [2-5] and consumer/patient portals [5].

In recent years (i.e. since 2005) we have seen a significant shift in our perceptions surrounding health information systems and technologies and the information they provide. Questions have arisen about the safety of the systems used by health professionals (i.e. features and functions of these systems) and the quality of their content (e.g. quality of the information content) [1]. Researchers such as van der Sijs [6], Aarts [6], Ash [7], Koppel [8] and Kushniruk [9] documented the ability of health information systems to introduce new types of errors (i.e. technology-induced errors). Technology-induced errors refer to those errors that "arise from: (a) the design and development of technology, (b) the implementation and customization of a technology, and (c) the interactions between the operation of a technology and the new work processes that arise from a technology's use" [10, p.154]. In this research some health information systems features, functions and emergent workflows were found to be able to lead to technology-induced errors [7-9]. Since these errors have emerged, re-
searchers have identified a number of methods that can be used to identify these types of errors before, during and after health information systems implementation [11]. These methods include: use of patient safety heuristics [12], clinical simulations [13], usability testing [9], computer based simulations [14], ethnography [15] and the use of case study approaches (to understand an error after an error has occurred) [16]. Most of this work has focused on research examining health professionals’ use of information technology. However, issues surrounding safe patient and citizen use of health information resources, systems and technologies are also emerging and coming to the fore.

**Objectives**

There is international recognition that health information systems and technologies and their safety exists on a continuum, anchored on one end with systems that have a high degree of safety associated with their design (including features, functions, and workflows emerging from their use) and on the other end of this continuum unsafe health information systems and health information technologies (see Figure 1).

In between these two points on this continuum of health information systems and technologies there are both safe and unsafe features, functions and workflows that emerge during health information systems use in differing healthcare contexts. There is a need for coordination and knowledge exchange at an international level to identify those aspects of health information systems that lead to greater safety and those that detract from patient safety.

This is particularly important when considering patient and citizen access to health data and systems. Such knowledge is key to making health information systems safe and eliminating those aspects of these technologies that make them unsafe over time (much as has been done in the aviation industry). The objective of this paper is to explore and examine issues and perspectives from four regions from around the world where health information systems are contributing to patient empowerment and influencing patient safety. In this paper we also present a research agenda at the intersection of patient empowerment, health information systems safety and patient safety (see Figure 2).

**Methods**

Members from several international regions from around the world who are part of the International Medical Informatics Association Working Group for Health Information Systems Safety came together to explore and examine global issues at the intersection of health information systems safety, patient empowerment and patient safety as well as to identify a research agenda that needs to be undertaken at a global level to advance work in this area. The International Medical Informatics Association Health Information Systems Safety Working Group was formed in response to an increasing recognition that health information systems can improve patient safety. The group carried out a review and synthesis of the empirical and grey literature (including published reports and government documents) in four different regions at the intersection of these three areas and identified that countries around the world have differing health informa-
tion system safety priorities that involve promoting patient safety. Many of these issues are ongoing such as those involving the development of high quality safe information for individuals to use in their health related decision making, developing patient portals that are safe to use and also giving patients an opportunity to identify unsafe features and functions of these portals.

**Results**

In our review and synthesis of these literatures we identified several important areas of research internationally. The results will be considered in terms of several areas of the world: Denmark, Middle East, North America and Japan.

**Initiatives in the Arabic World Focusing on Patient Safety and the Quality of Health Information on the World Wide Web**

With the growing number of Internet subscribers in the Arab world and the lack of trustworthy Arabic health information content online, patient safety initiatives are needed to help the Arab health consumer navigate the complex environment of the WWW. For years, healthcare organizations in the Arab world have been successful in implementing patient safety initiatives to improve the quality of care within hospitals [23]. Many of these initiatives have occurred within the context of the healthcare organization and have neglected the Arab health consumer [23-25]. Today, with the increase in Internet usage in the Arab world, the Arab consumer is searching for health information online relating to illness, medical treatment, and drug therapy. Much of the work thus far has focused on developing online Arab health content [26] with a lag in the development of PHRs and with even less discussion around the issue of patient safety. For years, the development of trustworthy health information online within the Arab world has been neglected. Much of the Arabic health information content has focused on providing information about a healthcare organization’s goals, services, and policies [4]. A study conducted by Al-Tuwaijri, found that out of the 122 Arab health websites evaluated for providing high quality health information only five met the criteria of providing trustworthy health information to the Arab consumer [4]. As a result of this research, healthcare organizations within Saudi Arabia began to invest in the development of Internet based health information content. The largest of these initiatives, which is currently under development, is the King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz Arabic Health Encyclopedia (KAHAHE) on the Web. The initiative is being lead by the Saudi National Guard Health Affairs with the goal of providing credible and reliable health information to the Arab world [4], which is different than more local initiatives that have focused on a certain population or disease groups. KAAHE has made it a goal to reach the entire Arab speaking world that consists of 22 countries and with a population of nearly 300 million people. With regards to patient safety, the KAAHE project is expected to be a credible source of health information that is sensitive to Arab and Muslim culture within the region. By providing a credible and trusted source of health information, KAAHE is expected to improve health literacy and indirectly improve patient safety.

With regards to the development of PHRs, the efforts on this front continue to lag with less than 12% of healthcare organizations in the Arab world providing their patients access to their PHR online [4]. There are several reasons for the delay in PHR implementation. Currently, within the Arab world, many countries do not have the basic infrastructure or funds for the implementation of the electronic medical record (EMR), which is a precursor to the development of the PHR. Those with the infrastructure and financial resources for EMR implementation are introducing it to improve healthcare delivery, quality of care and patient safety. The link between EMR use and its potential to harm patients has yet to take shape. Furthermore, a high level of Internet penetration is needed in order for patients to use the PHR. Regrettably, Internet usage rates are very low in the Arab world with highest level of Internet penetration in the United Arab Emirates, at approximately 70%, and with the lowest Internet penetration in Iraq at 4% [26]. Also, with the development of the PHR, various privacy and confidentiality laws are needed to ensure the safe transfer and use of health information by the patient. Currently, in the Arab world there are no comprehensive health privacy laws to protect the Arab health consumer, which represents another challenge to the implementation of the PHR and especially around issues of patient safety.

Overall, the potential negative impacts of untrustworthy health information on patient safety are beginning to emerge within the Arab world especially after the recent Institute of Medicine report on health IT and patient safety. The Arab world is currently focused on developing credible health information through projects such as KAAHE, which indirectly will promote health literacy and improve patient safety. As for PHR implementation, it will take time for the implementation of the PHR in order to begin to assess its impacts on patient safety within the Arab world. There are several challenges that need to be addressed prior to the development of PHRs such as the low EMR implementation within Arab hospitals, the need to improve IT infrastructure to promote Internet use, and the introduction of privacy and confidentiality laws. Once such challenges are overcome, policy makers and healthcare organizations will become more aware...
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of the need to address patient safety concerns from a health information technology perspective. However, for now, the topic of Health IT and patient safety will be of concern, but little action will be taken to address it until the various challenges noted above are addressed.

Initiatives Focusing on Patient Safety and the Electronic Health Record in North America

Significant progress has been made in North America over the past several years in implementing electronic patient and medical records. Investments by organizations such as Canada Health Infoway and the Office of the National Coordinator in the United States as well as the National Library of Medicine (NLM) have increased the rate of adoption of electronic medical records and EPRs as well as improved the quality of health information on the WWW. This has spurred on improvements in the types of tools used to evaluate the quality of health information on the web and health technology development targeted at healthcare consumers. Much of this work has also spurred on developments at the intersection of patient safety, patient empowerment and health information systems research.

For example, in North America we have seen the introduction of: (a) patient education portals that provide trustworthy health information [18], (b) patient portals that provide patient specific views and access to PHRs [19, 20], and (c) patient and family access to their own health information or view only access to healthcare institutional EPRs used by healthcare providers in their local healthcare facility [21]. Much of the focus of this work has included providing patients and their families with access to their health information and studying the impact of this access upon patient-healthcare provider interactions and patient health outcomes including safety [19-21].

Early work in this area was funded by the NLM. These projects (i.e. PatCIS and PICASSO) identified how patients could be empowered to take greater ownership of their healthcare simply though access to the information located in their EPR [21,22]. PICASSO researchers were able to provide patients with access to their EPR over the WWW [22]. In a related project, PATCIS researchers were able to give patients and their families access to their EPR over the WWW [21]. Those patients and families, who accessed their EPR, identified they felt more empowered in managing their chronic illnesses and in their discussions with healthcare providers about self-management strategies. Physicians identified the quality of the physician-patient visit discussions improved with a greater focus on patient specific issues. No adverse events occurred during the course of the study. These studies found that there could be positive outcomes arising from patient and family access to their EPRs. Although this work is significant, the researchers on the project felt that the patients and families who participated in this project represented a limited group of educated individuals. Therefore, the patient and family participants in these studies may not have been representative of all patients and families who require healthcare [21].

Since the 1990’s there have been other projects that have attempted to evaluate the impact of patient and family access to their health information upon patient safety where PHRs and patient portals that provide access to electronic records are concerned. Some researchers have extended this work in terms of investigating specific PHR and patient portal features and functions that could contribute to improving patient safety [e.g. 17]. For example, Schnipper and colleagues [17] designed and implemented a web-based patient portal that links to an electronic health record. The aim of the design was to improve medication reconciliation via a Patient Gateway medication module. The module allowed patients to both view and modify their allergies, medication list, report on medication related problems and side effects, and non-adherence. The module also enabled communication between healthcare providers and patients. Other publications have found that patient access to such portals and their alert and reminder functions can improve preventative behaviours and reduce the number of errors in the patient’s record. This work is significant as it explores the effects of physician-patient communication via an EPR over the WWW on one aspect of safety: medication reconciliation [17, 50]. More work is needed to identify other types of decision support that can be used by patients, families, physicians and healthcare providers and combinations thereof.

The concept of a PHR emerged strongly in North America and can be defined as "An electronic application through which individuals can access, manage and share their own health information, and that of others for whom they are authorized in a private, secure and confidential manner” [27]. PHRs developed to date and deployed in North America range from stand-alone PHRs which do not integrate with other systems to tethered PHRs where patients get to see some limited amount of their data, to highly interconnected PHRs that would allow for patient access to a variety of information about themselves obtained from a range of information systems and databases [17, 44]. In describing the evolution of PHRs in North America, Halama, Madl and Tang [28] describe three early integrated PHR implementations. As an example of a vendor created, clinic hosted application, they note that Epic Systems decided to develop a patient portal to their EHR product called MyChart in 1999. An example of a self built hospital hosted system was an early system called PatientSite, which allowed patients access to a problem list,
medication, allergy and other types of information maintained at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. Also, early on in the late 1990s researchers at Children’s Hospital in Boston began work on Indivo, an open source system allowing for personal control of health records. Since then, progress in this area has been rapid, with millions of people in the US having access to some form of PHR [29]. Examples include development of personal interfaces within commercial products such as the MyChart extension of the widely used EPIC system and the US Veteran’s Affairs MyHealthyYet, which allows US veterans to access a range of personal information and resources. As well, health plans and employers are increasingly offering members access to healthcare data (e.g. Blue Cross and Blue Shield). In addition, in 2006 a number of large employers, including Intel, Wal-Mart, and others have worked to provide access through the Dossia project. In Canada, Microsoft Health Vault is being integrated with access for patients to regional health information systems (i.e. the Telus project) [34].

This work has begun to stimulate discussion about how PHR designs and patient portal designs can impact upon patient safety from both usability (including interface design) and workflow perspectives (i.e. patient and health providers). More importantly, this research is now indicating the design, development, implementation and maintenance of such health information systems for patients should be better understood in terms of their contributions to patient safety and outcomes as well as how these technologies detract from patient safety. With the addition of new system features and functions where portals allow physicians and patients (along with their families to communicate, exchange and verify their health related information) as well as review alerts and reminders there is a need to obtain a better understanding of the effects of these features and functions on patients, their families and healthcare providers.

More importantly, there is a need to understand how we can help patients to use these technologies to improve health and wellness as some research suggests there is a electronic record literacy gap. Such work will need to receive greater attention. There is a need to study the effects of health, digital and electronic record literacy upon patient safety. Initial work has already been conducted in the area of health and digital literacy. Research will be needed to understand the interactions between health, digital and electronic record literacy where patient empowerment, patient outcomes and patient safety are concerned. Conducting this work will be essential in the upcoming years as PHRs and patient portals will need to be effectively designed.

Initiatives in Japan Focusing on Patient Safety and the Electronic Health Record

In Japan, patient safety has been a significant focus for those working in healthcare [44-49]. In 1999, two serious medical accidents occurred at the same time that the Institute of Medicine (IOM) report “To Err is Human” was published in the United States. One medical accident occurred at Yokoham City University Hospital (YUCH) [35] in January of 1999 while the other occurred at Hiroo General Hospital (HGH) in February of 1999 [36]. At YUCH two patients were mixed-up: a patient who needed a heart operation was mistaken for another patient who required a lung operation. Both the patients (i.e. the heart operation patient and the lung operation patient) underwent the wrong operations. Both patients died within a year of the patient mix-up. At HGH the medical accident involved a nurse administering an antiseptic intravenously. The nurse mistook the antiseptic for heparin sodium (after another nurse had left the medication on a cart). The patient died immediately. A series of serious accidents at reputable hospitals in Japan received much domestic media attention [37]. The government response has been to adopt a policy of intervention when such events occur (as a precautionary measure). After these accidents occurred new regulations were introduced in quick succession by the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW). In 2001, a Patient Safety Action plan was issued and the Patient Safety Council was established for the first time. Effective in October 2002, the Medical Service Act was revised to require that all hospitals and clinics with inpatient beds take necessary measures (including following an institution-specific guideline for patient safety, instituting an internal reporting system, introducing training and monitoring for patient safety issues). Some of this work involved the implementation of health information technology to improve patient safety. This was especially the case for teaching hospitals, which are under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT). Teaching hospitals were obliged to appoint a full-time “risk manager” to prevent accidents and they were asked to take appropriate action in cases where patient safety claims arose.

In 1999, the MEXT required the Japanese Council of National University Hospital Directors (CUHD) [38] to take necessary actions to prevent medical malpractice and to undertake medical risk management activities. The CUHD decided to establish an organization for medical safety – the CMSNH in the national university hospitals in 2002, and this secretariat has been in the Osaka University hospitals (placed in the central department of medical quality management) [39]. One of the authors of this article was the first president of the CMSNH for six years (i.e. Dr. Hiroshi Takeda). A third party council that focuses upon quality of healthcare was also set up (i.e. the Japan Council for Quality Health Care - JCQHC) [40].
JCQHC, which was set up and co-financed by the Japanese Medical Association (JMA), and the MHLW, which was set up in 1995 to focus upon new hospital accreditation schemes, started developing a patient safety incident reporting system for large hospitals in Japan in 2004. In April of 2005, the JCQHC reported its first statistics on medical errors rates in large hospitals (276 hospitals as of March 2005). In 2005 the Japanese Society for Quality and Safety in Healthcare (JSQSH) [41] was established to develop and promote scientific approaches to patient safety. Today, the JSQSH holds annual meetings and the number of its members has grown to about 1500 members (as of 2012). The society has also led the Japanese version of the "1 Million Lives" campaign (along with other healthcare societies in Japan from 2008 onwards) [42]. In 2010, the MECS approved the opening of the first graduate school in Japan, specializing in the science of patient safety: The Graduate School of Health Care Sciences at the Jikei Institute in Osaka, Japan [43].

It is a widely accepted that the Internet and ubiquitous computing environments will lead to greater participation by patients in their healthcare. The CUHD report suggested that there is a gap between hospital attitudes and patient needs. Currently, three university hospitals in Japan allow patients to access their own data archived in the EPR. Only one university hospital provides patients with a card that tells them about medication contraindications and allergies. In Japan many trials are about to start that support patient empowerment using the EHR. There has been a clear shift to a "patient-centric" paradigm. The development of a national level electronic health record (EHR) is being discussed in Japan. The government has proposed the "My charts anywhere" project [48] as a strategy for healthcare reform. Some pilot EHR models have been developed for regional EHRs. These EHRs will exist. For example, a regional EHR project was developed for the Kamaishi area, Iwate Prefecture. The Kamaishi area was affected by the severe earthquake and tsunami that occurred on March 11, 2011. This earthquake and tsunami led to the loss of many citizens and healthcare resources (i.e. healthcare providers, medical instruments, medical records and so on). The community is now rebuilding citizen homes and healthcare facilities. However, the network infrastructure in the area remains poor. A document-centric EHR (DEHR) has been proposed to avoid the development of a "digital divide".

The architecture of the DEHR is one of a central repository of the electronic healthcare records in PDF format with meta-data, terminal devices at healthcare facilities, and a secure virtual private network. The characteristics of the DHER include: 1) independence from any specific software application, 2) updates and displays at anytime and anywhere by those who are allowed to access patient personal data, 3) access to a terminal device that functions as fax, a scanner, a personal computer and a tablet, 4) effective linkages with the EHR in the health information system by interfacing with the document archiving and communication system (DACS) [49], 5) a common patient id generated logically with the citizens name and birth date, 6) data sharing among care providers (i.e. medical, nursing and home care as well as the patient and their family), 7) a life-long PHR for back-up of records in each facility, and 8) utility for disaster recovery and business continuity planning of healthcare services (if necessary). In summary, Japan has made significant strides in advancing patient safety efforts as well as EHR record implementations. The current use of EHRs and EPRs in Japan is a significant step towards patient empowerment (as empowering a patient with access to their health information promises to improve patient safety). More importantly, work involving EHRs has benefited healthcare providers, patients and citizens and those affected by the earthquake and tsunami that occurred in March of 2011. One regional EHR is being used to empower patients’ and their families while at the same time providing the necessary patient information to support healthcare provider decision making (therefore improving the quality and safety of healthcare).

### Initiatives in Denmark Focused on Patients and Citizens

In Denmark there have been several health information technology (IT) initiatives that have been documented in the literature. These initiatives provide health professionals and patients (or citizens of Denmark) with access to their health information (e.g. Sundhed.dk portal). On the strategic level, national health information technology (IT) initiatives in Denmark are represented by the National Board of E-health (NSI). In their strategy document specific health IT functionalities are not connected to patient safety issues. On the regional level the Regional Health IT (RSI) was established in 2010. This organization issued a strategic statement entitled: "Milestones for Health IT" [5]. In this document four strategic milestones were identified by this national organization: establishment of clinicians workplace, optimization of hospital operations, coherence and cooperation, and patient empowerment.

There are several health IT initiatives that have empowered the citizens of Denmark, among them Sundhed.dk, the official portal for the public Danish Healthcare Services, which enables patients and healthcare professionals to find general and personalized health information. The portal also allows patients and providers to communicate through secure connections, book appointments etc. through the Sundhed.dk portal. Such access to high quality health information and health professionals via a portal provides citizens
with on-line access to essential personal health data such as current medications, and enables earlier diagnosis and treatments, empowering patients to actively manage their healthcare while at the same time providing them with access to high quality general and specific health information – such access may improve patient safety as health professionals and citizens have high quality, timely health information on which to base their healthcare decisions.

A further example of a Danish initiative that has focused upon citizens or healthcare consumers in Denmark is the shared medication record. The shared medical record is currently being implemented in Denmark (i.e., the initiative began in 2011). The implementation is to be completed by the end of 2012. It is a solution that gives all citizens an electronic medication record in a central database. The medication record provides an overview of a citizen’s current medication, and is available to patients and every healthcare provider (e.g., physicians) in Denmark. The system is intended to assist in the process of medication reconciliation, when patients are admitted to hospital from the community. This shared medical record is expected to prevent medication errors once fully implemented.

Another important initiative in Denmark is the Danish Patient Safety Database. The database is important as it allows for reporting of safety issues [31]. The reporting system allows for safety related reporting including safety issues involving medical devices "including the software necessary for its proper application intended by the manufacturer to be used for human beings for the purpose of: diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment or alleviation of disease" [32]. The system allows health professionals and patients to report patient safety issues.

Health professionals can report patient safety incidents and in September of 2011 patients and their families could also report such incidents. For example, Figure 3 shows the distribution of the six most common incidents reported by patients and staff from September to December 2011. Patients and their families focus less on medication error incidents in their reports than health professionals. Alternatively, patients and their families identify infections and incidents involving communication with health professionals as patient safety issues in the reports.

Although there is no direct connection between specific health IT functions and patient safety in the Danish national health IT strategy nor is there mention of patient safety specifically in this document, the strategy does mention that IT systems will provide "feedback (that) will give Health Care Professionals a knowledge that can be used to improve patient care and increase patient safety" [33]. More research will be needed to systematically document the impact of health IT initiatives upon patient safety. Initiatives aimed at collecting data that document the impacts of these systems upon safety are areas for where more work is needed. As well, future initiatives may involve developing a coding system for automatic identification of specific patient safety events involving health information technology related incidents. This may also involve developing methodologies to identify patient safety issues as well as automatic data extraction of patient safety events. Progress is being made in these areas and reports on patient safety events are being collected in the Danish Patient Safety Database since 2004 [31].

**Conclusions**

Internationally, health information available on the WWW and in health information systems has empowered patients and improved patient safety. Credible and trustworthy health information on the WWW has raised patient awareness of the signs and symptoms of health conditions (so that patients have sought out medical attention early in their disease process) [1, 18]. Patient portals, PHRs and patient access to EPRs has also enhanced patient empowerment [17]. Patient portal systems that are well designed and implemented
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**Fig. 3** Incidents reported by patients and clinical staff in Denmark from September to December 2011. [5]
have lead to some patients taking a more active role in their healthcare (e.g., obtaining vaccinations, mammograms etc) [17, 50], engaging in discussions with the healthcare providers about how they can best self-manage their diseases, helping patients and families to correct incorrect information in their electronic records [17], and acting as vital sources of health information following a disaster [49]. In general health information on the Internet, EPRs, PHRs and patient portals can improve patient safety.

Yet, even as these technologies have empowered patients to become more involved in the management of their health and transferred significant health and patient safety benefits, there are opportunities for new types of patient safety issues to be introduced while other patient safety issues remain. There is an ongoing need to certify websites and to provide consumers with good quality health information so they do not experience any undue harms [1,4]. In the last few years we have also seen the introduction of a new type of error – technology-induced errors. Technology-induced errors arise from healthcare providers interactions with health information technologies during the process of care [9, 10]. The experiences of differing regions around the world suggest that technology-induced errors may also arise from healthcare consumer, patient or family member interactions with health information systems used in the process of self-care [31]. In some countries (e.g. Denmark, United States) technology developers and implementers have already recognized the issue that health information found in an electronic record or patient portal as well as electronic record or patient portal features and functions may lead to such errors [17, 31]. These health informatics researchers and practitioners are studying the technology to refine its design [17]. They are providing opportunities for patients who use the technology to correct the errors found in the electronic record or to submit descriptions of the errors and the circumstances when they occur so that the error can be addressed and the safety of the system can be improved.

Internationally, there is recognition that health information technologies can improve patient safety and an understanding of how these technologies introduce technology-induced errors is essential to future refinement of existing systems and to the development of safer systems into the future [11, 31]. A new area of focus these researchers have identified is at the intersection of patient empowerment, health information systems and patient safety. Essentially, this area of research involves identifying those health information technologies, including health information technology features, functions, and workflows that improve patient safety and those aspects of these technologies that reduce patient safety (to eliminate them).

There is recognition that some of the most complex interactions in healthcare involve patients, their families and healthcare providers (e.g. physicians, nurses) and as a result there is a need to better understand how these healthcare stakeholders interact. More importantly, there is recognition that health technologies such as the EPR, PHR and patient portals are key to patient empowerment and health management. There is also a need to understand how these technologies can influence patient outcomes and error rates, and to learn and disseminate these researcher and health informatics practitioner findings and experiences globally so that we can learn from each other to advance the fields of health and biomedical informatics.
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